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Abstract: 

Rhythm is fundamental to every motor activity. Neural and physiological mechanisms that underlie rhythmic 

cognition in general and rhythmic pattern generation in particular are evolutionary ancient. As speech 

production is a kind of motor activity, investigating speech rhythm can provide insight into how general motor 

patterns have been adapted for more specific use in articulation and speech production. Studies on speech 

rhythm may further provide insight into the development of speech capacity in humans. As speech capacity is 

putatively a pre-requisite for developing a language faculty, studies on speech rhythm may cast some light on 

the mystery of language evolution in the human genus. Hereby, we propose an approach to exploring speech 

rhythm as a window on speech emergence in ontogenesis and phylogenesis, as well as on diachronic linguistic 

changes.  
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Speech production is a kind of motor activity, and rhythmic patterns are characteristic of movements 

produced by biological systems. The mechanisms for controlling motor rhythm have been inherited by 

mammals from their distant evolutionary ancestors and are shared by all vertebrates
1–5

. Although every 

human individual possesses the same neural, anatomical, and physiological mechanisms for controlling speech 

rhythm, rhythmic patterns differ across languages
6
. These language-specific patterns of motor activity are 

based on the same physiological mechanisms, yet they are shaped by the peculiarities of the ambient language 

and culturally transmitted within human populations sharing a given language. Consequently, studying speech 

rhythm opens a window onto nature–nurture interactions in language use and acquisition.  

 

As speech production is a motor activity based on neural, anatomical, and physiological mechanisms, rhythmic 

patterns are naturally occurring behavioral patterns. At the same time, rhythmic patterns are language 

specific, i.e., they differ between languages, and thus are culturally transmitted patterns of behavior. The best 

methodological approach for investigating such naturally-occurring yet culturally-transmitted behaviors is 

Tinbergen’s framework.
7–9

 Tinbergen suggested that study of behavioral patterns be conducted in four 

different directions: 

 



1) Development of a certain pattern of behavior in ontogenesis (i.e., considering how rhythmic patterns 
are acquired by individuals); 
 

2) Development of a certain pattern of behavior in phylogenesis (i.e., considering how language-specific 
rhythmic patterns emerge in populations sharing the same language(s), and which components of 
rhythmic cognition humans share with non-human animals); 
 
 

3) Functional load (i.e., considering how rhythmic patterns facilitate communication and how better 
capacity for rhythmic cognition might enhance the fitness of individual organisms); 
 

4) Emergence and mechanisms (i.e., considering the underlying mechanisms that lead to the emergence 
of speech rhythm and allow for culture-specific rhythmic modulations within biological constraints as 
well as constraints on learnability and processability).  

 

A recent special issue of Ann. N.Y. Acad. Sci 
1
 addresses each of these four major lines of research. 

 

Development in ontogenesis 

Addressing this broad research issue requires an exploration of the development of speech rhythm during the 

course of first and second language acquisition in humans and development of rhythm in communicative 

signals emitted by non-human animals. Earlier studies showed that speech rhythm develops from more regular 

(isochroneous, with quasi-equal syllable and vowel durations) towards more irregular rhythmic patterns, and 

that this trajectory is typical of both first and second language acquisition
10–13

. The development of speech 

rhythm in language acquisition is governed not only by language-specific, and thus culturally-transmitted 

factors (i.e., dominant rhythmic patterns in the native language of an adult learning a second language), but 

also by universal factors (i.e., by mechanical constraints on speech production and the properties of the 

mammalian auditory system). Thus, adult native speakers of languages that exhibit irregular rhythmic patterns 

cannot simply transfer these rhythmic skills from their native to a second language, but have to develop the 

required degree of irregularity anew, similar to the way that children develop rhythmic skill in their first 

language
10,11

. 

 

To the best of my knowledge, there have been no systematic studies of the developmental aspects of rhythm 

acquisition across different species to date. We do not know whether the emergent rhythmic patterns in vocal 

signals are refined in accordance with the norms of specific species or even specific populations within various 

species, and, if so, whether there are similarities in developmental trajectories across species.  

Another understudied aspect of the ontogenesis of rhythmic cognition is rhythm (re)acquisition when specific 

neural circuits engaged in language processing and speech production or related underlying physiological 

mechanisms are no longer available, as may be the case for patients recovering from stroke or people with 

cochlear implants. The paper by Jiam and Limb
14

 focuses on rhythm processing by cochlear implant users. 

 

Development in phylogenesis 
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The development of rhythmic patterns over the course of historical language changes has also received 

insufficient attention. We know that certain phonological, phonotactic, and syntactic parameters have been 

shown to correlate either with irregular or regular distribution of vowel onsets
6,15,16

.The existence of complex 

syllables with consonantal clusters, for example, increases irregularity in the distribution of vowel onsets. In 

many languages, syllable complexity increases over the course of diachronic change––as happened, for 

instance, with the loss of vowels in Germanic
17

 and Romance
18

 languages. The appearance of germinates 

(double consonants) in Australian languages also resulted in higher syllable complexity and thus more irregular 

rhythms
19

. Changes in stress patterns in typologically diverse languages is easily modelled as a shift away from 

isochronous syllable durations
20

. Thus, diachronic language changes in some respects recapitulate the 

rhythmic changes observed during first and second language acquisition in ontogenesis. However, it remains a 

question for further exploration whether changes in grammar drive phonological changes, thus leading to 

different rhythmic patterns in spoken speech, or whether phonetic changes modulate diachronic changes in 

syntactic and morphological structures.  

 

Phylogenetic changes in rhythm can be both culturally transmitted and biologically determined. Culturally 

transmitted language changes have been explored within the iterated language learning paradigm
21–23

. 

Iterated learning means acquiring a behavioral pattern by observing a different individual performing that 

behavior. The output of “one generation of learners” is used as the model input for the “following generation”, 

and such iterations continue for multiple generations (a) revealing the emergence of a structured behavior 

from a chaotic mix of incoherent behavioral patterns, (b) leading to ritualization of behavior in later 

generations, and (c) capturing the dynamics of cultural cross-generational transmission. Importantly, in 

relation to rhythmic cognition, iterated learning paradigms show the clearly biological basis of cultural 

transmission, which makes it difficult to determine which rhythmic aspects are naturally determined and 

which are culturally transmitted
24

.  

 

Biologically determined aspects of rhythmic cognition are best investigated in cross-species studies. 

Importantly and ideally, all aspects of rhythmic cognition should be studied, including periodic motor pattern 

generation, pulse extraction, and, finally, beat entrainment and meter induction
25

. Different aspects of 

rhythmic cognition may be developed similarly or to different extents across species (while periodic motor 

pattern generation is well established across species, beat entrainment seems to be restricted to species 

capable of vocal learning, and meter induction has so far been confirmed only for primates, even those who 

are not vocal learners). These components of rhythmic cognition have different functional roles, and probably 

also have different biological bases and evolutionary histories
25

. In the recent Ann. N.Y. Acad. Sci. issue, several 

papers focus on the developmental and evolutionary aspects of speech rhythm, including reviews by Ravignani 

et al.
26

 , Filippi et al.
xxx

, and Fitch
27

whose discussions masterfully encompasses both ontogenetic and 

phylogenetic views on the emergence of rhythmic patterns in speech. As speech capacity– the capacity for 

vocal communication–is putatively a pre-requisite for developing a language faculty
28

, studies on speech 

rhythm may cast some light on the mystery of language evolution in the human genus. 



 

Functional load 

Complex behaviors cannot evolve without being functional, and intermediate stages in the evolution of each 

component of rhythmic cognition should exhibit adaptive value and gradual development in all genera (see 

also Lieberman
29

). At the same time, strict parallel or consecutive development of components is not a pre-

requisite for the emergence and evolution of a specific component of rhythmic cognition. Thus, for a 

comprehensive understanding of the role of speech rhythm in language evolution, acquisition, and change, it is 

useful to address the question of the ultimate mechanisms of rhythmic behavior: how rhythmic cognition 

improves the fitness of individuals (and, maybe, languages as well). 

 

Speech rhythm has often been studied as a cue for controlling the flow of conversation
30–32

.Synchronization of 

the rhythmic patterns of conversation partners has frequently been mentioned as a reliable correlate of 

communication success: the better the degree of synchronization of speech rhythm around turn transitions, 

the higher the communication success.
30,32–34

 Rhythmic continuity across utterances found in typologically 

distinct languages is scarcely, if at all, modulated by cultural differences, suggesting strong universal influences 

on how rhythm is used to coordinate interlocutors´ utterances in live interactions
35

. The evolutionary roots of 

this faculty are explored in the cross-species study by Ravignani et al.
26 

  

 

Acoustic and temporal characteristics inherent to different rhythms, especially the degree of temporal 

isochrony between salient acoustic events in vocal signals, have been associated with various affective states, 

affiliative and pro-social behaviors, and cooperative urges
36,37

. Corncrakes (a bird in the rail family), for 

example, switch from regular rhythm with isochronous intervocalization intervals to irregular rhythm when 

signaling aggression
38

. Monkeys, including gelades, baboons, macaques, and marmosets, produce specific 

rhythms with lip-smacking frequency at around 4–5Hz to signal affiliation
39–41

. In dolphins, specific motor 

rhythm patterns and synchronization of motor behavior between interacting individuals signals cooperation
42

. 

Polyanskaya et al.
43 

take this further to explore whether humans make pragmatic inferences regarding the 

degree of cooperation between interacting agents when listening to utterances with different rhythmic 

patterns.  

 

Another possible function of speech rhythm is expressing the identity of the speaker. Speaker’s identity is 

always echoed in speech, and prosody is one of the most important carriers of a speaker’s identity
44

. Recently, 

Ordin and Mennen
45

 found within-speaker between-language differences in the pitch range of Welsh-English 

bilinguals. They suggested that speakers who want to emphasize their “Welshness” varied their pitch range 

between languages to a greater extent than those speakers who cared less about expressing their identity as 

Welsh speakers. Presumably, prosody encoded by rhythmic properties can also be used to emphasize identity, 

which has strong evolutionary implications for the role of speech rhythm in language change
46,47

. This 

possibility needs to be empirically explored. 

 



Finally, rhythm is crucial to speech processing, e.g. for segmenting a continuous stream of syllables into its 

discrete constituents (phrases and words)
48,49

, for adapting to non-native accented speech and evaluating the 

degree of proficiency of foreign language learners,
50,51

 and for the purposes of language acquisition
52,53

. This 

important function of speech rhythm is further highlighted by Goswami
54

. 

 

Mechanisms underlying rhythm cognition 

The fourth research direction for exploring how naturally occurring behavioral patterns are further modified by 

the cultural environment relates to proximate mechanisms: the biological and computational bases of rhythm 

processing, including the neural underpinning of rhythmic cognition.  

 

A major biological mechanism involved in speech rhythm is the ability to couple neural oscillations to external 

acoustic rhythms. Speech comprehension is also correlated with the success of this acoustic signal-cortex 

frequency coupling (i.e., the similarity between the frequencies of the temporal envelopes of the speech signal 

and the listener’s cortical activity), and with phase locking between these two temporal envelopes
55

.The 

remarkable correspondences detected between the amplitude modulation spectrum of the acoustic waveform 

of spoken utterances and the EEG response in different frequency bands (the so-called beta band, 12–30Hz, 

and theta band, 4–8Hz) reveal the entrainment of neural to acoustic rhythms. Information in these frequency 

ranges of the EEG waveform is sufficient for discriminating the specific words and sentences that were 

perceived by the listener when the EEG was recorded
56,57

. Several years ago, Suppes, Han, Epelboim, & Lu
58

 

recruited participants to listen to a large set of sentences while EEG was recorded. Averaged EEG waveforms 

from 10 listeners were produced for each separate sentence and then compared sentence-wise to the 

individual EEG waveforms of the other 10 listeners. Pair-wise matching between averaged and individual EEG 

waveforms was used to identify (by means of the best match) which sentence each individual participant was 

listening to when a certain EEG response was obtained. The recognition rate was above 80%, and in some 

cases above 90%. This means that brain oscillations coupled with the acoustic signal at certain frequencies, 

and this coupling was similar across all listeners.  

 

Proximate mechanisms for rhythmic expression and perception closely interact with ultimate mechanisms, and 

the emergence and evolution of proximate mechanisms is dependent on these ultimate mechanisms. The 

proximate mechanism of speech rhythm processing – entrainment of neural oscillations to external rhythms – 

has been found in many animals, not restricted to mammalian species
59,60

. The mystery of these ubiquitous 

cross-species similarities in neural architecture and specifically the neural mechanisms honed for processing 

rhythmic acoustic input was tackled by Richard Turner in 2010
61

. He explored the statistical properties of 

natural sounds (such as running water, wind, fire and rain) and showed that the auditory system is optimized 

for processing natural sounds in the time-frequency domain. The “auditory texture” of artificial sounds (e.g., 

produced by mechanical means and not occurring in the natural environment) is distinctly different from that 

of natural sounds, in terms of summary statistics. Importantly, the summary statistics of natural sounds, 

obtained using amplitude demodulation, time-frequency decomposition and sub-band demodulation, are 



similar to those found in natural speech. Thus, the neural mechanisms that initially evolved for processing a 

range of natural sounds also determined the parameters of speech.  

 

Speech was shaped by the neural architecture in order to be processable by pre-existing neural mechanisms. 

Syllable durations in naturalistic speech in human languages universally fall within the limit of 100–240 msec., 

which is also within the theta range of brain oscillations
62

. Manipulations that leave syllable durations within 

the 100–240 msec. limits may affect comprehensibility to a certain extent but do not make speech totally 

unintelligible. However, if syllable durations are artificially manipulated to fall outside these limits, speech 

becomes unintelligible to human listeners. If fast (compressed) speech is divided into 40 msec blocks and each 

speech interval is followed by a 160-msec silent pause (providing 200 msec timeframes for each syllable) 

intelligibility is restored. This may be due to the fact that each speech interval falls within 1 period of theta 

oscillation at 5 Hz
63

 suggesting that speech is intelligible as long as the speech rhythm and brain rhythms in the 

theta frequency range are coupled. Acoustic-cortical coupling is a prerequisite for speech comprehension, and 

acoustic-neuronal phase locking is set during speech processing by the brain
55

. 

 

Based on the results outlined above, it is possible to hypothesize that brain oscillations are probably related to 

auditory processing either because they provide a temporal window for speech segmentation (e.g., 

segmenting the continuous speech stream into syllables, phrases and larger constituents), and/or because 

they constitute neural representations of linguistic structural units, e.g., syllables. This coupling of syllabic and 

brain rhythms can further be modelled as a system of coupled oscillators, with changes in one oscillator 

influencing the other. Brain rhythms impose certain constraints on what rhythmic patterns in the speech signal 

are processable, and which are not. Rhythmic patterns in the ambient language, in turn, influence these neural 

oscillations within physiologically possible constraints. This model can be described in terms of dynamical 

system theory and allow brain rhythm to be both a neural representation of a linguistic unit and a temporal 

window for segmentation of the incoming speech stream through mutual influence.  

 

Considerable work is still required for a complete description of the rhythmic interactions between cortical 

(and subcortical) regions underlying sensory-motor synchronization, beat induction and meter perception. 

Some of the studies in Ann NY Acad Sci XXXX (2019) tackle the problem of the proximate mechanisms of 

rhythmic cognition using different methodological approaches. Tichko and Large
64

 use a modeling approach to 

explore how neural oscillations emerge and develop in ontogenesis in order to fine-tune to culture-specific 

musical rhythms. Lizarazu, Lallier, and Molinaro
65

 report an experimental study. They focused on the 

interaction of slow, delta (<4Hz) and theta rhythms (4–8Hz), as well as fast, gamma (30–40Hz) rhythm 

emerging in the left and right hemispheres during speech perception to understand the nested coupling of 

neural oscillations at different frequencies, and the entrainment of the whole system to the speech signal. 

Lieberman
29

 provides an extensive literature review to give an overview of the genetic underpinning of neural 

substrates and networks involved in rhythm processing. He advocates the claim of evolutionary continuity in 

proximate mechanisms of rhythmic cognition.  



 

The original papers in Ann NY Acad Sci XXXX (2019) will find the readership among an interdisciplinary 

audience whose research spans the fields of ecology, evolution and ethology, linguistics, comparative 

psychology, human evolutionary sciences, and neuroscience, which should open the door to the exciting field 

of rhythmic cognition for scientists who might not even have realized before that their studies are relevant to 

a wider community of ardent professionals working in other, sometimes seemingly distant, disciplines.  
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